Female French Tutor In Luxembourg FromEUR 30/Hour
[] Tutoring and education courses
Private French Tutor in Luxembourg and Online! FLE - Expatriate and International Resident Collaborators! Certificate french teacher
with a solid background in HR Management. I have designed a learning program which combines professional learning methods to
both companies and individuals. → Certified Trainings. FLE A1-B2 / C1-C2: - Targeted Business French courses on administrative,
economic, trade and negotiation, daily life items upon request. → Coaching in all school levels support, tutoring combining academic
preparation and psychological support (stress, lack of confidence, etc) The method is to combine the preparations and academic
supports, so that the person works the relevant subjects in real time, together with a personal support allowing to learn how to better
manage stress (exams, oral presentations, communication) and / or the lack of confidence that these situations can generate. Thus
during the course sessions, the person will develop his/her potentials and talents, while installing a strategy of success for the
project, when working on the subjects of the program. Frequently Asked Questions: How easy is it to learn French in Luxembourg? At
the end of each level, you are able to speak, listen, discuss, write and read at the level/field studied and thus be able to more easily
participate in professional and social life in a French speaking environment. Is French easy to learn? All levels from A1.1 to B2.2.
General courses and professional niches. All courses follow the programs of the levels of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR) according to a teaching method allowing you to use the language immediately in your daily life.
Message Me Now! I can meet at your preferred time and location. And Visit the link www.tutoroo.co/learn-french-with-christine-inluxembourg-251598 To learn more about my private lessons! (Copy the link and paste it on new tab to open)

Link
https://homehelp.lu/female-french-tutor-in-luxembourg-fromeur-30-hour-,o3429

Contact
E-mail: elliefraser786@gmail.com
Telephone: +6591964245
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